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Original developers

PTM (polynomial texture mapping*) developed by Hewlett Packard in 2001

*one of the RTI: method for fitting reflectance distribution data 

Light positions are recovered from highlights on 

a reflective sphere recorded in each 

photograph 

Composed of 

- Multiple photographs taken from one stationary position

- Illumination of the surface of the object from different raking light positions

- Computer program synthesis of the images & information compilation into one file 

H-RTI 

http://culturalheritageimaging.org/

http://culturalheritageimaging.org/


Why this technique?

Application: documentation (identification of manufacturing techniques), 

condition state recording, monitoring of artefacts with time and assessment of 

textural changes produced by conservation treatments 

RTI combines
- Same colour quality and resolution found in digital photographs

- Data of light interaction on surface forms

+ knowledge of human perception

Tool adapted to conservators: simple and cheap dynamic 
process of intentional viewing, exploring, in an intuitive manner, a 
rich data set

Images that precisely 
represent 3D shape 

characteristics





• Raking light: difficult to reproduce, only a few spots 

observed and data loss caused by shadows and 

specular highlights

• Hand-drawn graphics and photogrammetry (3D 

cloud points): requiring specific skills and not excellent resolution 

of surface details

Comparison with other imaging techniques

• Laser imaging & Structured light imaging: too

expensive for end-users + too big files



At any given location:

Direction perpendicular to 

the surface is represented 

by a vector (normal)

 CHI - http://culturalheritageimaging.org/Technologies/RTI/

Principle of RTI

http://culturalheritageimaging.org/Technologies/RTI/


Illumination:
Incident angle of the light and reflected angle 

of the light are equal angles to the surface 

normal

1. Camera is in a fixed position

2. Direction of the light is known 

3. Different light positions


RTI software calculates 

surface normal per pixel in the image.  CHI - http://culturalheritageimaging.org/Technologies/RTI/

http://culturalheritageimaging.org/Technologies/RTI/


Mathematical description of the 
normal saved per pixel

+
RGB (red-green-blue) colour 

information of a regular photograph


Colour and true 3D shape 
information recorded



Source of RTI's 
documentary power CHI - http://culturalheritageimaging.org/Technologies/RTI/

http://culturalheritageimaging.org/Technologies/RTI/


Capturing photographs

RTI: lighting dome
with pre-established lighting positions,  Piquette

H-RTI: virtual lighting dome 
© English Heritage; drawn by John Vallender (from Duffy 2013).

Reflective spheres
give the light 

direction



Dome or not?

Dome method provides automation 
• Decreases time for capture ‐ processing 

• Leads to better, more precise results.

Highlight method 
• Capture data regardless of the size of the 

objects, without any special instrumentation

Compromise: 

use of rotation rings or mechanical arms for 

the automatic moving of light. 
Recording of Roman statue head of a young woman, 

Herculanéum, with a portable dome-type RTI rig, © Hembo Pagi.



 Camera: 

 Photographing in RAW

 Aperture and exposure controlled manually

 Remote capability (to avoid moving the camera)

 Tightly fixed in place

 Adequate lens

 Large memory (24 to 60 shots are required).

 Tripod: stable. 

 Reflective spheres: 

 Glossy,

 Spherical

 Size depends on the size of the object being photographed

 Stationary throughout the recording phase

 Two targets might be required in some cases.

Tool kit



 Light source
 Enough aperture to create distinct reflectance points on the reflective spheres

 Broad-spectrum light for good colour rendering.

 String
 Flexible aid to determine the distance 

that the light should be separated 

from the surface of the object

 Recreate an ideal virtual dome using 

three to four angles (0°, 30°, (45°) 

and 60° or 65°).



 Recording location: large enough

© CHI 2010

Recommendations / standardisation



 Indoor: prevent ambient light

 Outdoor: use neutral 

density filters

H-RTI can be used on remote sites, with logistical challenges and 

horizontal / vertical surfaces



 Light: Flash or continuous

Shadows caused by tripod, targets and object should be minimized

Flash

Continuous



 Camera: Digital Single Lens Reflex - SLR (>8mpx)

 Aperture between f/5.6 and 11

 ISO as low as possible (100 – 200)

 Exposure time: 1/60 to faster 

(can be longer for dark areas)



 Targets: reflective unmarked spheres (size according to the size of the 

object: 200pixels of the image, cropped afterwards)

Too big Correct



 Non invasive, minimises the amount of physical handling

 Portable

 From small to large objects

Benefits

© Duffy 2013
© CHI 2010



Benefits

 Simple acquisition technique and image processing pipeline

 2D recording technique but providing 2½D information on 3D 

objects

 Cost effective (inexpensive tool kit) and freely available 

softwares. More expensive if high level of details is required (use of 

expensive high-resolution camera and high-quality lenses). Labour 

effective: a team of 2 persons is usually enough (one for the 

camera and one for the light source)

 Final file rather small (<200mb) and can be shared between 

experts for discussion.



 Might be time consuming (compared to photography with USB microscope 

using raking light): 10min.!

 No quantitative metric data (in comparison to laser scanning or 

photogrammetry)

 Only surface information is captured (experiments carried out under IR 

radiation)

 Resolution is dependent on the camera sensor, the distance from the object 

and object size and the finest detail that needs to be resolved. Larger objects 

can be imaged with H-RTI, but the same features will not be resolved as on 

smaller objects

 The quality of the final document depends on the image capturing process.

Limitations



Softwares

RTIBuilder®: build a PTM* file

 Download raw pictures

http://culturalheritageimaging.org/What_We_Offer/Downloads/Process/index.html

*: polynomial texture map 

On all pictures

 Select the target

 Confirm the target and centralise it

 Detect highlight

 Select the area to be cropped

 Process the PTM file

http://culturalheritageimaging.org/What_We_Offer/Downloads/Process/index.html


RTIViewer®: viewing the file

Curser
Change the light source

http://culturalheritageimaging.org/What_We_Offer/Downloads/View/index.html

Zoom

Zoom in specific areasChanging the rendering mode

Rendering 
mode

http://culturalheritageimaging.org/What_We_Offer/Downloads/View/index.html


Rendering modes: 
mathematical transformations to the surface normals

+  RGB color information


Reflectance enhancements

Diffuse gain

Default
without mathematical enhancement

Diffuse gain
 representation of quickly-changing 

height and depth on the subjects
surface

 CHI, guide to RTIViewer



Specular enhancement

Default
without mathematical enhancement

Renders the shape-based reflections and RGB color either 
separately or in combination. Enhances the perception of 

the surface shape CHI, guide to RTIViewer



Sharpening modes

Default
without mathematical enhancement

enhances edge contrast

enhances surface contrast CHI, guide to RTIViewer



Default
without mathematical enhancement

amplifies depth discontinuities without affecting the color

emphasizes discontinuities in reflectivity
 CHI, guide to RTIViewer



Normal visualization mode

creates a false-color rendering that shows 
the subject's pixel-by-pixel surface orientation

Close-up of the Temple Building (Guildwood Park, City of Toronto, Canada) inscription, 
in natural light (a) and surface normal visualization of the RTI,  Gabov et al.



A snapshot

Data transfer

A printscreen

Importance to add the light direction

http://culturalheritageimaging.org/What_We_Offer/Downloads/View/index.html

http://culturalheritageimaging.org/What_We_Offer/Downloads/View/index.html


Applications

 Paintings: impasto, cracks, general and point surface deformations, 

canvas weave, wood grain and even pentimenti.

 Mural paintings + graffiti

 Graphic documents

 Coins (even shiny)

 Rock art

 Glass tesserae (even shiny)

 Archaeological objects (clay, bone, ivory, metal, stone, antler and 

wood) and archaeometric studies



Gold Merovingian Trien 

without and with specular enhancement without and with diffusion gain

Silver Roman Republican Denarius 

 Mudge et al. 2005.

Coins



Detail of a thistle under incident 
visible light with a digital camera

Germolles wall paintings

Initial test

New test

Snapshot from RTIViewer
showing a detail of thistle 

Detail with digital microscope 
Dino-lite under visible light

The same under raking light



Thank you for your attention


